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Abstract

The unit selection problem aims to identify a set of individuals who are most likely1

to exhibit a desired mode of behavior, for example, selecting individuals who would2

respond one way if encouraged and a different way if not encouraged. Using a3

combination of experimental and observational data, Li and Pearl derived tight4

bounds on the “benefit function”, which is the payoff/cost associated with selecting5

an individual with given characteristics. In this study, we explain the relationships6

between the benefit function and the A/B test heuristics by analyzing the essence7

of the latter one. We further show the A/B test heuristics failed in some common8

real-world scenarios using simulated case studies.9

1 Introduction10

Several areas of industry, marketing, and health science face the unit selection dilemma. For example,11

in customer relationship management [1, 6, 7, 16], it is useful to determine the customers who are12

going to leave but might reconsider if encouraged to stay. Due to the high expense of such initiatives,13

management is forced to limit inducement to customers who are most likely to exhibit the behavior14

of interest. As another example, companies are interested in identifying users who would click on an15

advertisement if and only if it is highlighted in online advertising [2, 10, 13, 15, 17]. The challenge16

in identifying these users stems from the fact that the desired response pattern is not observed directly17

but rather is defined counterfactually in terms of what the individual would do under hypothetical18

unrealized conditions. For example, when we observe that a user has clicked on a highlighted19

advertisement, we do not know whether they would click on that same advertisement if it were not20

highlighted.21

The benefit function for the unit selection problem was defined by Li and Pearl [11], and it properly22

captures the nature of the desired behavior. Using a combination of experimental and observational23

data, Li and Pearl derived tight bounds of the benefit function. The only assumption is that the24

treatment has no effect on the population-specific characteristics. Inspired by the idea of Mueller, Li,25

and Pearl [14] and Dawid et al. [3] that the bounds of probabilities of causation could be narrowed26

using covariates information, Li and Pearl [12] narrowed the bounds of the benefit function using27

covariates information and their causal structure. Besides, the unit selection problem with nonbinary28

treatment and effect was studied by Li and Pearl in [8, 9].29

In Li-Pearl’s work [11], they stated that the A/B test heuristics are sometimes problematic. In this30

study, we focus on the relationship between Li-Pearl’s benefit function and the A/B test heuristics,31

explaining why the A/B test heuristics are sometimes problematic. We then provide more simulated32

case studies to emphasize the conclusion, as well as illustrate how to apply Li-Pearl’s unit selection33

model correctly.34
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2 Preliminaries35

In this section, we review Li and Pearl’s benefit function of the unit selection problem [11].36

In this study we use the language of counterfactuals in structural model semantics, as given in [4, 5].37

we use Yx = y to denote the counterfactual sentence “Variable Y would have the value y, had X38

been x". For simplicity purposes, in the rest of the paper, we use yx to denote the event Yx = y, yx′39

to denote the event Yx′ = y, y′x to denote the event Yx = y′, and y′x′ to denote the event Yx′ = y′. we40

assume that experimental data will be summarized in the form of the causal effects such as P (yx) and41

observational data will be summarized in the form of the joint probability function such as P (x, y).42

If not specified, the variable X stands for treatment and the variable Y stands for effect.43

Individual behavior was classified into four response types: labeled complier, always-taker, never-44

taker, and defier. Suppose the benefit of selecting one individual in each category are β, γ, θ, δ45

respectively (i.e., the benefit vector is (β, γ, θ, δ)). Li and Pearl defined the objective function of46

the unit selection problem as the average benefit gained per individual. Suppose x and x′ are binary47

treatments, y and y′ are binary outcomes, and c are population-specific characteristics, the objective48

function (i.e., benefit function) is following (If the goal is to evaluate the average benefit gained per49

individual for a specific population c, argmaxc can be dropped.):50

argmaxc βP (yx, y
′
x′ |c) + γP (yx, yx′ |c) + θP (y′x, y

′
x′ |c) + δP (y′x, yx′ |c). (1)

Using a combination of experimental and observational data, Li and Pearl established the most51

general tight bounds on this benefit function as follow (which we refer to as Li-Pearl’s Theorem in52

the rest of the paper). The only constraint is that the population-specific characteristics are not a53

descendant of the treatment.54

Theorem 1. Given a causal diagram G and distribution compatible with G, let C be a set of variables55

that does not contain any descendant of X in G, then the benefit function f(c) = βP (yx, y
′
x′ |c) +56

γP (yx, yx′ |c) + θP (y′x, y
′
x′ |c) + δP (yx′ , y′x|c) is bounded as follows:57

W + σU ≤ f(c) ≤ W + σL if σ < 0,

W + σL ≤ f(c) ≤ W + σU if σ > 0,

where σ,W,L, U are given by,58

σ = β − γ − θ + δ,W = (γ − δ)P (yx|c) + δP (yx′ |c) + θP (y′x′ |c),

L = max


0,

P (yx|c)− P (yx′ |c),
P (y|c)− P (yx′ |c),
P (yx|c)− P (y|c)

 , U = min


P (yx|c),
P (y′x′ |c),

P (y, x|c) + P (y′, x′|c),
P (yx|c)− P (yx′ |c)+

+P (y, x′|c) + P (y′, x|c)

 .

Li and Pearl also provided conditions such that the benefit function can have a point estimation.59

Definition 2. (Monotonicity) A Variable Y is said to be monotonic relative to variable X in a causal60

model M iff61

y′x ∧ yx′ = false

62

Definition 3. (Gain Equality) The benefit of selecting a complier (β), an always-taker (γ), a never-63

taker(θ), and a defier (δ) is said to satisfy gain equality iff64

β + δ = γ + θ

65

Theorem 4. Given that Y is monotonic relative to X or that (β, γ, θ, δ) satisfies gain equality, the66

benefit function f(c) is given by67

f(c) = (β − θ)P (yx|c) + (γ − β)P (yx′ |c) + θ

68
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3 The Essence of A/B Test Heuristic69

A common solution that is explored in the literature is an A/B-test-based approach, where a controlled70

experiment is performed and the result is used as a criterion for selection. Specifically, individuals71

are randomly split into two groups called control and treatment. Individuals in the control group72

are served no treatment, whereas those in the treatment group are served the treatment. Then, the73

commonly used A/B test heuristics are aP (yx|c)− bP (yx′ |c) (i.e., the weighted difference between74

the effective rate under treatment and the effective rate under no treatment.) We then have,75

aP (yx|c)− bP (yx′ |c) = a(P (yx, y
′
x′ |c) + P (yx, yx′ |c))− b(P (yx′ , y′x|c) + P (yx′ , yx|c))

= aP (yx, y
′
x′ |c) + (a− b)P (yx, yx′ |c)− bP (yx′ , y′x|c).

The effective rate under treatment is the percentage of complier plus always-taker in the population,76

and the effective rate under no treatment is the percentage of always-taker plus defier in the population.77

The essence of A/B test heuristics is a weighted difference between (complier+always_taker) and78

(always_taker+defier). Therefore, the A/B test heuristics are special cases of the benefit function.79

The benefit function has more expression power than the A/B test heuristics. This explains why A/B80

test heuristics can be optimal for some cases (i.e., Gain equality [11] satisfied.) and problematic in81

general.82

4 Case Studies83

The benefit vector in Li-Pearl’s model is not determined by the model but by the one who uses the84

model. In this section, we illustrate several common applications showing how to set the benefit85

vector. We categorize the applications based on the quality of A/B-test-based approaches.86

4.1 Cases in which A/B-test Heuristics are Correct87

4.1.1 Number of Increased Customers88

Consider a mobile carrier that wants to identify customers likely to discontinue their services within89

the next quarter based on customer characteristics (the company management has access to user data,90

such as income, age, usage, and monthly payments). The carrier will then offer these customers a91

special renewal deal to dissuade them from discontinuing their services and to increase their service92

renewal rate.93

Let A = a denote the event that a customer receives the special deal, A = a′ denote the event94

that a customer receives no special deal, R = r denote the event that a customer continues the95

services, R = r′ denote the event that a customer discontinues the services, and C (a set of variables)96

denote the population-specific characteristics of a customer (e.g., income, age, usage, and monthly97

payments).98

If the manager only wants to maximize the number of increased customers due to the offer in the next99

quarter regardless of the total profit, then they should assign 1 to a complier because the company100

gains one customer due to the offer, assign 0 to an always-taker and a never-taker because the101

company gains no customer due to the offer, and assign −1 to a defier because the company loses102

one customer due to the offer.103

Therefore, the benefit vector above is (1, 0, 0,−1), and using Theorem 4, when the benefit vector104

satisfies the gain equality (1− 1 = 0+ 0), the benefit function is f(c) = P (ra|c)−P (ra′ |c). This is105

the most common A/B test heuristic in literature. From the view of the essence of A/B test heuristic,106

P (ra|c)− P (ra′ |c) is (complier+always_taker)-(always_taker+defier)=complier-defier.107

4.1.2 Number of Total Customers108

If the manager only wants to maximize the total number of customers in the next quarter regardless109

of the total profit, then they should assign 1 to a complier and an always-taker because the company110

has one customer in the next quarter and assign 0 to a never-taker and a defier because the company111

has no customer in the next quarter.112

Therefore, the benefit vector above is (1, 1, 0, 0), and using Theorem 4, when the benefit vector113

satisfies the gain equality (1 + 0 = 1 + 0), the benefit function is f(c) = P (ra|c). This is114
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another common A/B test heuristic in literature, which is the causal effect of the offer to the115

number of customers. From the view of the essence of A/B test heuristics, P (ra|c) is exactly116

complier+always_taker.117

4.1.3 Immediate Profit118

If the manager wants to maximize the total immediate profit due to the offer. The management119

estimates that the benefit of selecting a complier is $100 as the profit is $140 but the discount is $40,120

the benefit of selecting an always-taker is −$40 as the customer would continue the service anyway121

and the company loses the value of the discount, the benefit of selecting a never-taker is $0 as the122

cost of issuing the discount is negligible, and the benefit of selecting a defier is −$140 as they lose a123

customer due to the special offer.124

Therefore, the benefit vector above is (100,−40, 0,−140), using Theorem 4, when the benefit vector125

satisfies the gain equality (100 − 140 = −40 + 0), the benefit function is f(c) = 100P (ra|c) −126

140P (ra′ |c). This result is the same as the popular method in the industry, which is called revenue127

difference. The profit of a continuing customer if issued the special offer is $100 and the profit128

of a continuing customer if no special offer is issued is $140; therefore, the revenue difference129

is 100P (ra|c) − 140P (ra′ |c). From the view of the essence of A/B test heuristic, 100P (ra|c) −130

140P (ra′ |c) is 100(complier+always_taker)-140(always_taker+defier)=100complier-40always_taker-131

140defier.132

4.2 Cases in which A/B-test Heuristics are not Correct133

4.2.1 Nonimmediate Profit134

If the manager wants to maximize the total profit including the nonimmediate profit due to the offer.135

The management estimates that the benefit of selecting a complier is $100 as the profit is $140 but136

the discount is $40, the benefit of selecting an always-taker is −$60 as the customer would continue137

the service anyway (so the company loses the value of the discount and an extra cost $20 because the138

always-taker may require additional discounts in the future), the benefit of selecting a never-taker is 0139

as the cost of issuing the discount is negligible, and the benefit of selecting a defier is −$140 as they140

lose a customer due to the special offer.141

Therefore, the benefit vector above is (100,−60, 0,−140), and this is the example Li-Pearl have142

illustrated in [11], where the simple A/B-test-based approach is NOT correct.143

4.2.2 Maximize Users Satisfaction144

The management of a search engine company wants to decide whether it is worth sending an145

advertisement to a group of users, so as to maximize overall satisfaction. The management estimates146

that the satisfaction of recommending an advertisement to a complier is 2 degrees, as users would147

gain new information that they needed, that of recommending the advertisement to an always-taker is148

1 degree, as users got a shortcut to the advertisement, that of recommending the advertisement to149

a never-taker is −1 degrees, as users got unnecessary information, and that of recommending the150

advertisement to a defier is −2 degrees, as the recommendation would prevent users to get needed151

information (compliers are the users who would click on the advertisement if the advertisement152

is recommended and would not if otherwise; always-takers are the users who would click on the153

advertisement whether or not the advertisement is recommended; never-takers are the users who154

would not click on the advertisement whether or not the advertisement is recommended; defiers are155

the users who would click on the advertisement if the advertisement is not recommended and would156

not if otherwise).157

Therefore, the benefit vector above is (2, 1,−1,−2), and this is another example Li-Pearl have158

illustrated in [11], where a simple A/B-test-based approach is NOT correct because the coefficients159

are difficult to be determined.160

4.2.3 Maximize Difference between the Number of Effective Patients and the Number of161

Ineffective Patients162

A pharmaceutical factory invents a new medicine and wants to identify patients so as to maximize163

difference between the number of effective patients and the number of ineffective patients.164
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Table 1: Results of a simulated study on patients.
Group1 with r Group1 with r′ Group2 with r Group2 with r′

do(a) 210 140 217 133
do(a′) 105 245 129 221

Table 2: Results of the two objective functions based on the data from the simulated study.
f1 f2 real

Group 1 0.3 −0.1 −0.2
Group 2 0.25 0.14 0.2

Therefore, they should assign 1 to a complier because the complier is the patient cured by the165

medicine, assign −1 to an always-taker, a never-taker, and a defier because they are all ineffective166

patients. The benefit vector is then (1,−1,−1,−1).167

Let A = a denote the event that a patient receives the medicine, A = a′ denote the event that a168

patient receives no medicine, R = r denote the event that a patient is cured, R = r′ denote the event169

that a patient is not cured, and C (a set of variables) denote the population-specific characteristics of170

a patient.171

Suppose they have two groups of patients, group 1 with characteristics c1 and group 2 with charac-172

teristics c2. In addition, they have prior information that P (r|c1) = 0.3 and P (r|c2) = 0.1. They173

randomly select 700 patients from each group and offer the medicine to 350 customers in each group.174

Table 1 summarizes the results.175

Let us compare the two selection strategies, each using a different objective function. The first is a176

simple A/B test heuristic, that is:177

Obj1 = argmaxcf1(c) = argmaxcP (r|c, do(a))− P (r|c, do(a′)).

The second is the proposed approach, that is:178

Obj2 = argmaxcf2(c) = argmaxcP (ra, r
′
a′ |c)− P (ra, ra′ |c)− P (r′a, r

′
a′ |c)− P (r′a, ra′ |c).

Then, we enter the data in Table 1 into the objective functions of groups 1 and 2. Table 2 summarizes179

the results (note that we use the midpoint of the bounds from Theorem 1 as the selection criterion for180

Obj2). The proposed approach selected group 2; however, the first objective function selected group181

1 as the desired patients.182

An informer with access to the fractions of compliers, always-takers, never-takers, and defiers in183

both groups (as summarized in Table 3, and these numbers are never known in reality) would easily184

conclude that the A/B test heuristic had reached a wrong conclusion. In detail, the expected benefit185

of selecting a patient in group 1 is 1 × 0.4 − 1 × 0.2 − 1 × 0.3 − 1 × 0.1 = −0.2, which means186

offering the medicine to group 1 would have negative difference; the expected benefit of selecting187

a patient in group 2 is 1× 0.6− 1× 0.02− 1× 0.03− 1× 0.35 = 0.2. Thus, the pharmaceutical188

factory should only offer the medicine to group 2.189

5 Conclusion190

We reviewed Li-Pearl’s unit selection model and its benefit function. We explained the relationships191

between the benefit function and the A/B test heuristics by showing the essence of the latter one is a192

weighted difference between complier+always_taker and always_taker+defier. We further provided193

more simulated examples to show when the A/B test heuristics failed and how to apply Li-Pearl’s194

model correctly.195

Table 3: Percentages of four response types in each group for patients.
Complier Always-taker Never-taker Defier

Group 1 40% 20% 30% 10%
Group 2 60% 2% 3% 35%
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